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QUESTION 1

The following chart plots the cumulative number of defects opened against the cumulative number of defects closed
during system testing of a software product. 

Which of the following statements is true? K2 1 credit 

A. The chart indicates that you have plenty of problems left to find 

B. The chart can be used to reveal test progress problems 

C. The chart seems to indicate that the defect management process is not working well 

D. The chart seems to indicate that the defect management process is working well 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After the presentation, you are asked to explain the chart. Assume you have applied a full risk-based testing strategy. 
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Which of the following answers would you expect to best describe the pie chart? 

K4 3 credits 

A. All the risk items have been covered with tests. No more risk items remain to test 

B. According to the full risk-based testing strategy applied, it is very likely that the highest- risk items, tests and bugs
remain in the blue and red areas. Therefore, it is very risky to release the application 

C. Only the lowest-risk items, tests and bugs should remain in the blue and red areas. Therefore the application can be
released at any time subject to management of the items identified in those areas 

D. 97 percent of the risk items has been tested. No open bugs or test failures remain. Only 3 percent of risk items
remains to be covered by the remaining test 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following information would you expect to be the most useful to perform a defect clustering analysis? 

K2 1 credit 

A. The trend in the lag time from defect reporting to resolution 

B. The defect component information 

C. The lifecycle phase in which the defect has been introduced 

D. The defect removal efficiency information 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements about the TMMi test process improvement model is true? K2 1 credit 

A. In TMMi all the process areas at lower levels must be 75% complete by achieving specific and generic goals in order
to claim the higher level 

B. TMMi provides an approach for test process improvement such as the IDEAL (Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing,
Acting and Learning) model 

C. TMMi has a staged architecture for process improvement with seven maturity levels 

D. At TMMi level 1 testing is chaotic without a defined process, and it is often seen as the same as 

debugging 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

For which of the following activities would the costs be classified as a cost of detection? K2 1 credit 

A. Writing test specifications according to the test design 

B. Training developers to better understand the new features of the coding language they will use on the project 

C. Re-running a test case, during the system testing phase, to verify that a fix eliminates a previously found defect 

D. Fixing field failures 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Assume you are a Test Manager involved in system testing of a CRM application for a Pay- TV company. Currently the
application is able to support a proper number of users assuring the required responsiveness. Since the business is
expected to grow, you have been asked to evaluate the ability of the application to grow to support more users while
maintaining the same responsiveness. 

Which of the following tools would you expect to be the most useful at performing this evaluation? 

K2 1 credit 

A. Coverage tools 

B. Test management tools 

C. Static analysis tools 
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D. Performance tools 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An agile development team decides to hire a tester who has always workeD. 

-

in independent test teams, reporting the problems found in a defect tracking system 

-

in safety-critical projects, with a stronger focus on the quality of the product than on time and budget. This agile team is
focused on short-term goals to get the product released on time and within budget. 

Which of the following answers would you expect to be most likely true in this scenario? 

K2 1 credit 

A. Agile teams like the presence of a tester in their teams and the tester will be able to adapt to the new context without
any issue 

B. The developers will immediately follow the guidelines described by the tester 

C. The tester can continue to report the problems found in a defect tracking system and be more focused on the quality
than on time and budget constraints 

D. The tester\\'s mission could be to verify adherence to requirements, instead of reporting formally the problems in a
defect tracking system 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You are working on a project to develop an authentication system for an e-commerce website. This system provides two
features: Registration and authentication. Two different development teams develop these two features. 

There is a high likelihood that the delivery of the authentication feature to the test team will be three weeks later. To
complete the registration the user must provide the following registration inputs: Name, surname, birth date, fiscal code
and he/she can select a username and a password. 

A registered user can be a special user or a normal user. To be identified as a special user, he/she must also provide,
during the registration process, a voucher possibly received from the IT department. 

Access is granted only if a user is registered and the password is correct: In all other cases access is denied. If the
registered user is a special user and the password is wrong, a special warning is shown on the system console. 

You are currently performing a quality risk analysis using FMEA. 

Based only on the given information, which of the following is NOT a product risk that could be identified during the
quality risk analysis? 
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K4 3 credits 

A. The late delivery of the authentication feature to the test team causes delays in the start of test execution and this
could result in a shorter test period 

B. The authentication system denies access for a special user with a wrong password, but doesn\\'t display a special
warning on the system console 

C. The authentication system grants access to a normal user with a wrong password 

D. The authentication system grants access to a special user with a wrong password 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Consider a defect report and assume that a part of its lifecycle includes the following states: 

New: Is the initial state 

WorkinG. Means that the developers are addressing the defect in order to produce a fix for the defect Clarification:
Means that the developers need more information from the tester to address the defect and produce a fix for the defect
and the tester is working to provide this information to the developers Verification: Means that a fix for the defect has
been produced and the tester is running the adequate tests to verify whether the fix solves the defect 

CloseD. is the final state 

Which of the following answers represents an invalid sequence of states that can\\'t lead the bug report to the "Closed"
state? 

K2 1 credit 

A. New, Working, Verification, Working, Clarification, Working, Verification, Closed 

B. New, Working, Clarification, Working, Verification, Closed 

C. New, Working, Verification, Working, Clarification, Working, Closed 

D. New, Working, Verification, Closed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following statements about the STEP test process improvement model is true? K2 1 credit 

A. In the STEP model, tests validate the requirements and use cases when they are developed 

B. The STEP model stresses defect detection and demonstration of capability, whereas the defect prevention is a
secondary potential goal of testing 

C. The STEP model assures that the system requirements specification and the test design specification processes
don\\'t overlap 
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D. In the STEP model, testware design occurs after coding 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

In the next two months some new features will be constantly added to new releases of a project you are working on as
Test Manager. 

You have identified as one of the main project risks, that the requirements specification will still be incomplete when
your team starts the test design and implementation phase. 

Some requirements will most likely be completed too late to allow a proper test preparation. 

You and your test team have already worked on several similar past projects in the same organization. 

Which one of the following options would you expect to be the most effective at mitigating this risk? 

K4 3 credits 

A. Don\\'t prepare any test and just run the regression test suite to check that the new features don\\'t introduce
regression 

B. Make reasonable assumptions about the missing details and design lightweight tests that can be easily updated
during test execution 

C. Don\\'t design any test until the test execution starts, then communicate that test execution is blocked due to
incomplete requirements 

D. Even if there are only few details missing, escalate the risk to the project manager without preparing any tests 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Assume you are working on a CAS (Conditional Access System) for Pay-TV that allows the access, selection and
transfer of services and media to authorized users. Authorized users can choose their services through different
channels: Web Customer Portal, IVR (Interactive Voice Response), Call Centre and SMS. The system uses a Smart
Card to receive and decrypt the broadcasted encrypted control words which allow decrypting pay- per-view TV. Every
authorized user must have a Smart Card and a Set-Top Box to view the contents. 

The following is an excerpt from the product risk analysis document: 

Both likelihood and impact have been rated on the following scale: (1 ?Very low, 2 ?Low, 3 ?Medium, 4 ? High, 5 ?Very
High). 

The required test environment and code have been delivered. All test cases for each identified product risk item have
been written and are ready to be executed. The Database used to contain the Smart Cards is empty and so only new
Smart Cards can be used during test execution. 

A Smart Card can only be activated if it has been previously pre-activated. This means the post-conditions for the
execution of the test cases to test the pre-activation of the Smart Card are the pre-conditions for activation of the Smart
Card. 
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Which of the following statements represents the most effective contribution of the stakeholders to the completion of the
failure mode analysis table? 

K4 3 credits 

A. The aircraft pilot and the customer representative should contribute to assess the detection. The chief software
engineer, the system architect and the expert tester should contribute to assess the priority. 

B. The aircraft pilot and the customer representative should contribute to assess the priority. The chief software
engineer, the system architect and the expert tester should contribute to assess the detection. 

C. The system architect and the chief software engineer should contribute to assess the priority. The expert tester is the
only one who should contribute to assess the detection. 

D. The aircraft pilot is the only one qualified to contribute to assess the priority and thus should be assigned this task.
The customer representative should contribute to assess the detection. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Consider the following statements describing the importance of improving the test process: 

I. Test process improvement is important because being focused only on the test process it can provide
recommendations to improve the test process itself, but it can\\'t indicate or suggest improvement to areas of the
development process 

II. Test process improvement is important because it is much more effective than software process improvement to
improve the quality of a software system 

III. Test process improvement is important because several process improvement models (STEP, TPI Next, TMMi) have
been developed over the years 

IV. Test process improvement is important because every organization, regardless of the context, should always
achieve the maximum level of maturity of testing described in the test improvement models such as TMMi 

Which of the following answers is correct? 

K2 1 credit 

A. I. and IV. are true; II. and III. are false 

B. I., II., III. and IV are false 

C. I., II. and III are true; IV. is false 
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D. I., II. and III. are false; IV. is true 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Consider the following skills assessment spreadsheet for your test team (consisting of four team members): 

This spreadsheet has three sections: technical expertise, testing skills and professionalism. 

The skill levels for each skill area for both the "technical expertise" and "testing skills" sections have been rated on a
four-point scale: 

-E (Expert): indicates that a person has expert knowledge and experience in the skill area 

-B (Beginner): indicates that a person has some knowledge and experience in the skill area but he/she is not
autonomous 

-W (Wants to learn): indicates that a person has no knowledge or experience in the skill area but he/she wants to learn
that skill 

-NI (Not Interested): indicates that a person has no knowledge or experience in the skill area and he/she is not
interested to learn that skill 

The skill levels for each skill area of the "professionalism" section have been rated on a three point scale 

(H=High, M=Medium, L=Low). 

Consider the following analysis of testing skills performed on four peoplE. Alex, Robert, John and Mark (all 

the skills have been rated on an ascending scalE. The higher the score, the better the skill): 
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Which of these people, based on this analysis, would you expect to be most suitable to work specifically as test
designer? 

K4 3 credits 

A. Alex 

B. Roberta 

C. John 

D. Mark 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Assume you are the Test Manager for a new software release of an e-commerce application. 

The server farm consists of six servers providing different capabilities. Each capability is provided through a set of web
services. 
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The requirements specification document contains several SLAs (Service Level Agreements) like the following: 

SLA-001: 99.5 percent of all transactions shall have a response time less than five seconds under a load of up-to 5000
concurrent users 

The main objective is to assure that all the SLAs specified in the requirements specification document will be met before
system release. You decide to apply a risk-based testing strategy and an early risk analysis confirms that performance
is high risk. You can count on a well-written requirements specification and on a model of the system behavior under
various load levels produced by the system architect. 

Which of the following test activities would you expect to be the less important ones to achieve the test objectives in this
scenario? 

K4 3 credits 

A. Perform unit performance testing for each single web service 

B. Monitor the SLAs after the system has been released into the production environment 

C. Perform system performance testing, consisting of several performance testing sessions, to verify if all the SLAs
have been met 

D. Perform static performance testing by reviewing the architectural model of the system under various load levels 

Correct Answer: B 
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